APPENDIX 1

USABILITY SECURITY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

(Restricted Pages within ‘CHOKUT’ Social Network)

Please provide any one answer (tick appropriate row) to the following questions.

Q1: What is your preference on the ‘Mandatory’ changing of your Password once in:
   (15 days)
   (90 days)
   (No restriction)

Q2: Which Password option would you prefer?
   (10 Characters with at least one: Upper Character; Lower Character; Numeral; Punctuation mark; Non-Printable Character with no repetition of any character)
   (8 Characters with at least one: Upper Character; Numeral)
   (No restriction)

Q3: Which of the following Login/Password process/testing time taken by the System, you will favour?
   (Minimum 1 Minute)
   (Maximum 15 Seconds)
   (Almost Instantaneous)
APPENDIX 2

PRIVACY SECURITY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A2.1 RESTRICTED PAGES WITHIN ‘CHOKUT’ SOCIAL NETWORK

Personal/Private Data would consist of, your: Full Name; Current/Contact Address; Office Address; Permanent Address; Phone Numbers (Office/Residence/Mobile); e-Mail Address; Date of birth; Income; Caste/Community; Educational Background; Marital status; Food preference; Habits; Hobbies etc.,

Note: To become a member of the ‘Specific Purpose Adult Private Users Forum’, you may have to provide all the above data with documentary evidence that would strictly be kept confidential.

Please provide answers (tick appropriate character) to the following questions on the above personal/private data of yours.

Q1: Would you mind sharing your Personal/Private data with public? (y / n)
Q2: Do you feel Technology would be a threat to your Personal/Private data? (y / n)
Q3: Will you insist for your written approval before we use your Personal/Private data for non-commercial purposes? (y / n)
Q4: Have you ever (already) experienced anytime in having leaked out of your Personal/Private data?
(y / n)

Q5: Would you prefer to specify a fake name as User/Login name for/within the group?
(y / n)
APPENDIX 3

PRIVACY SECURITY SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

A3.1 RESTRICTED PAGES WITHIN ‘CHOKUT’ SOCIAL NETWORK

Note: No Personal data that is unnecessary need to be provided at any time. Please specify your willingness (Y/N) to opt these questions.

Q1: Where did you meet your spouse?
Q2: What is the name of your thick friend?
Q3: What street did you live on during your high school study?
Q4: What is your oldest sibling’s birthday month and year?
Q5: What school did you attend for eighth grade?
Q6: What is your childhood phone number?
Q7: What was the name of your best boy / girl friend?
Q8: What is the name of your maternal grandmother?
APPENDIX 4

VALIDATION QUESTIONNAIRE

Simple password based security mechanism followed by personalized questions:

Response time by system: Almost instantaneous

Q1. I feel comfortable in using ‘Simple password based security mechanism’ followed by ‘Personalized question’. (Put a tick)

A1. Very comfortable Comfortable No significant impact Not comfortable Not at comfortable

Signature based security mechanism with keys:

Response time by system: Around 10 sec.

Q2. I feel comfortable in using ‘Signature based security mechanism’ with keys. (Put a tick)

A2. Very comfortable Comfortable No significant impact Not comfortable Not at comfortable

Secret group’s special security mechanism:

Response time by system: Around 15 sec.

Q3. I feel comfortable in using ‘Secret group’s special security mechanism’. (Put a tick)

A3. Very comfortable Comfortable No significant impact Not comfortable Not at comfortable